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Abstract: Future components to enhance the basic, native security of 5G
networks are either complex mechanisms whose impact in the requiring 5G
communications are not considered, or lightweight solutions adapted to ultrareliable low-latency communications (URLLC) but whose security properties
remain under discussion. Although different 5G network slices may have
different requirements, in general, both visions seem to fall short at provisioning secure URLLC in the future. In this work we address this challenge, by
introducing cost-security functions as a method to evaluate the performance
and adequacy of most developed and employed non-native enhanced security
mechanisms in 5G networks. We categorize those new security components
into different groups according to their purpose and deployment scope. We
propose to analyze them in the context of existing 5G architectures using
two different approaches. First, using model checking techniques, we will
evaluate the probability of an attacker to be successful against each security
solution. Second, using analytical models, we will analyze the impact of these
security mechanisms in terms of delay, throughput consumption, and reliability. Finally, we will combine both approaches using stochastic cost-security
functions and the PRISM model checker to create a global picture. Our
results are first evidence of how a 5G network that covers and strengthened
all security areas through enhanced, dedicated non-native mechanisms could
only guarantee secure URLLC with a probability of ∼55%.
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1 Introduction

5G communication networks [1] are envisioned to provide innovative services to a large catalogue
of scenarios ranging from traditional end-user communications (phone calls, web navigation, etc.) to
Industry 4.0 [2] and Cyber-Physical Systems [3] and, even, critical infrastructures and applications. In
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general, to be considered a 5G network, a communication service provider must support three main
services regarding the Quality-of-Service:
• Enhanced Mobile Broadband Communications (eMBBC) [4]: Applications and users must be
provided with stable bit rates above 100 Mbps, being also possible peaks around 10 Gbps.
• Ultra-reliable Low-Latency Communications (URLLC) [5]: 5G networks must present an endto-end delay below five milliseconds.
• Massive machine-type communications (mMTC) [6]: Some envisioned applications may present
highly dense scenarios with up to one million devices per squared kilometer. 5G services must
be able to operate in these conditions.
These requirements are mandatory for all network configurations and implementations (standalone or non-standalone). Briefly, in the transition from 4G to 5G networks, all network segments
and components are aimed to move towards service-based open architectures, including security
services, being able to cooperate and interoperate together. This change affects core networks in a
more relevant way, as more changes are needed from monolithic closed 4G cores. Regarding Radio
Access Networks (RAN), some 4G implementations have already achieved certain decentralization
and distribution level, but 5G solutions must still improve the current openness of 4G RAN.
Although in previous mobile networks (mainly 3G and 4G) security solutions cover a wide
catalogue of aspects and potential attacks, their main focus are authentication and integrity solutions.
This analysis is still critical and valid in future 5G networks [7], but new factors are added and must be
considered: 1) very strict Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements must be guaranteed and 2) 5G services
(URLLC, eMBBC, and mMTC) consume most resources in the network. At the same time, the entire
world is moving towards a scenario where mobile communications are the main communication service
and technologies. Furthermore, these future mobile technologies are being integrated into critical
applications, so they must face new and critical attacks [8], while other threats such as cyberterrorism
do not decline but get stronger. This context pushes designers, service providers and users to strengthen
security in 5G solutions [8] through non-native but essential components. In this context, many
researchers and industry leaders have initiated the design of a completely new ecosystem of security
services and non-native components for 5G networks. However, most of these solutions face a critical
problem. Strongest security mechanisms tend to be computationally heavy and quite slow, turning
more difficult, or even impossible, to meet the expected QoS requirements in 5G networks, given
physical technologies cannot provide more capacity or improve their performance. On the other
hand, lightweight solutions (whose impact is reduced and could be, eventually, compensated with
some network optimization policies) are questionable because of their practical weaknesses against
statistical and reverse engineering attacks [9]. In traditional mobile network where computational
resources are abundant, complex technologies are easily deployed. However, in future 5G networks
some network slices incorporate dense deployments of resource-constrained devices, while other slices
are highly demanding in terms of strong QoS requirements (i.e., resources will not be as abundant
as now). In this future close-fitting context, any unexpected behavior (from the mobile network, but
especially from those non-native security components) would make unfeasible to provide eMBBC and,
mainly, URLLC [10].
Given the currently proposed 5G open architectures and physical technologies (very close-fitting,
even for 4G+ services and QoS requirements) and the current state of non-native components to
provide enhanced protection to 5G services and users (either very heavy and complex, or not fully
secure), we hypothesize that it will be unfeasible to provide fully secure URLLC services.
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An initial step to address this problem is to define a joint evaluation framework, in which
the advantages (protections level) and disadvantages (impact on QoS) of security solutions for
5G networks are analyzed in the proper context, i.e., the future network architectures. Using this
combined analysis, we can define boundaries to the opportunity-cost balance and clearly show which
proposed security solutions are valid, which design principles are adequate, and which solutions must
be discarded either because of their poor security performance or because of their unaffordable
computational cost. Therefore, in this paper we analyze the performance of proposed security
mechanisms for 5G networks. We propose a stochastic cost-security function, which combines both
the reached protection level and the impact in the provided QoS.
We analyzed the impact security mechanisms have on service quality through relevant key
performance indicators (KPI), defined in a probabilistic manner (with a special focus on those
parameters that affect the key features of 5G services such as URLLC). We deducted this impact
numerically, using analytical models that describe the behavior of relevant variables such as the endto-end delay and jitter. These models are built from basic general communication schemes, that
are increasingly enriched when we analyze the internal structure of future 5G networks and the
characteristics of future application scenarios. We define and study different models, considering the
most common and promising 5G implementations, and the most relevant scientific proposals [11].
We analyzed proposed security solutions according to their scope and purpose, classifying reported
security mechanisms in nine different groups. For each group, we identified and modeled the most
relevant attacks and their corresponding adversary models. In the context of the aforementioned
architectures, we will analyze these security components and adversary models using logic rules and
probabilistic model checkers. As a result, we developed a catalogue of probabilistic functions for the
most important security components in future 5G networks. Probabilistic functions are then combined
in a cost-security stochastic function, that represents the enabled QoS (as a probability distribution
function) for a given security configuration. In order to make decisions, different significance levels
may be considered, representing the different QoS and/or critical character of the different applications
under study.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
1. Analytical models for most developed open, service-based 5G architectures (in terms of
reported experiments and experiences with those architectures), including core and RAN
solutions.
2. Analytical models for most developed non-native protection components for 5G networks and
enhanced secure communications.
3. A cost-security function that combines both 5G architecture and security solution models
to determine the feasibility of URLLC service provisioning in the presence of security
mechanism.
4. A numerical analysis using the PRISM model checker that shows in general, a 5G network
deploying all security mechanisms can only guarantee URLLC with a probability of ∼55%.
The proposed models are based on open service-architectures available by the writing of this
paper. Future versions and 5G specification may require additional adjustments to the models. The
global and final goal of this analytical model is to provide a systematic and quantitative approach to
evaluate the feasibility of fully secure 5G URLLC, considering different network architectures and the
most relevant reported non-native security components nowadays. Through this model, any potential
stakeholder may evaluate and compare their own security architecture with the state of the art using
quantitative metrics.
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The provided analysis aims to answer three basic research questions:
• REQ#1: Can secure URLLC be guaranteed by the best existing technologies for 5G networks?
• REQ#2: What is the success probability of secure URLLC in 5G core networks in the current
technological state?
• REQ#3: What is the success probability of secure URLLC if 5G endpoints implement current
security mechanisms?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the state of the art on 5G security
analysis and benchmarking. Section 3 describes the main study, from the 5G architectural description
and model creation to the analysis and modeling of different security mechanisms for 5G networks
and their evaluation through model checking techniques. Section 4 shows numerical results for the
selected scenarios. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions.
2 State of the Art on 5G and 4G Security Analysis Frameworks

Although different studies have already addressed the key security-relevant aspects of future and
current 5G deployments [12], only few studies, by the writing of this paper, have analyzed in a scientific
manner the performance of 5G non-native security components (despite the fact they are considered
essential in most application scenarios [13]). Besides, sparse works have studied the balance between
security and QoS, in order to evaluate 5G solutions in real situations and clarify the future of secure
URLLC. Initial proposals are focused on improving reliability and security in the radio segment in 5G
networks [11] from a theoretical point of view and disregarding other important aspect of QoS (e.g.,
latency).
2.1 5G Security Solutions and Analysis Frameworks

In general, works on 5G networks and secure URLLC are exploratory and qualitative.
Ahmad et al. [14] described the threats and challenges future 5G security mechanism must address,
while Yoshizawa et al. [15] exposed the difficulty of providing security services compatible with
URLLC. Some articles discussing, from a qualitative point of view, how different solutions at
different levels may improve the QoS of secure URLLC in 5G networks may be also found. Different
proposals belong to this group: physical layer architectures [16], resource allocation algorithms [17],
intelligent 5G-oriented technologies [18], among others. Despite these previous works, only few
studies analyze from a quantitative and scientific point of view the impact of security mechanisms
on URLLC. However, their general conclusion is that virtualization-based networks cannot easily
support URLLC, and bare metal schemes must be preferred [19]. This approach, nevertheless, evolves
contrary to market tendencies (more focused on software-defined networks). Besides, not all hardware
infrastructures have proven to be adequate, and additional requirements such as special operating
systems [20] and CPU features [21] have been identified. Once more, this view is the opposite to
the use of generic devices that the current technological market envisions. Moreover, URLLC has
an intrinsic probabilistic definition that most studies ignore. They typically evaluate their solutions
against traditional conditions such as network congestion [22], while often ignoring network reliability.
A different approach is to consider lightweight solutions that, potentially, may be compatible with
URLLC [9]. Despite achievable latencies and error rates are very low, these solutions have not been
integrated in a real 5G architecture to clarify whether they are compatible with 5G requirements. On
the contrary, most of these schemes have shown important security weaknesses [23].
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2.2 4G Security Solutions and Analysis Frameworks

On the other hand, although this paper is focused on 5G scenarios, security models are also
applicable to previous mobile generations such as 4G LTE (Long-Term Evolution). Specifically,
different models for native security protocols in 4G mobile networks have been proposed [24],
including analyses from different perspectives and at different levels. In that way, we can find explicit
numerical models [24], parametric models that are trained for specific situations [25] or statistical
frameworks [26], all of them modeling the behavior of security protocols such as Radio Resource
Control (RRC). This approach, although very relevant as it can be used to prevent cyberattacks and
network weaknesses, has a little impact on a URLLC feasibility analysis, as native protocols are already
optimized and designed to allow 5G URLLC. Furthermore, the most common models regarding
security aspects and LTE are attacker models [27]. In this works, the security models describe the
behaver of an eventual attacker, not the network operations. This strategy has no impact on feasibility
analyses.
In this paper we address this gap in the existing literature by proposing a new methodology based
on cost-security functions to study the feasibility of URLLC in fully secure 5G networks (including,
specifically, non-native security components).
3 Cost-Security Analysis

In this section, we propose and describe the analytical models, functions, and methodology of
this study. Section 3.1 describes the most relevant 5G core and RAN implementations and, for each
one, it proposes an analytic model describing its operation. Section 3.2 presents the current security
solutions reported for future 5G networks and the most relevant related attacks. Section 3.3 describes
the formal security analysis methodology, based on model checking. Finally, Section 3.4 proposes the
global cost-security functions to evaluate the viability of secure URLLC.
3.1 5G Core and RAN Implementations: Analytical Models

In order to evaluate the feasibility of URLLC in 5G networks in the presence of non-native
security components (what we have called, fully secure URLLC), we must consider components in
the context of a particular network architecture. In fact, the internal structure of networks and the
required interactions among network modules highly condition the global performance (delay, jitter,
etc.) and then, the feasibility of URLLC.
Modern mobile networks, including future 5G solutions, are separated into two different network
domains: the radio access network (RAN), focused on providing local wireless connectivity to mobile
users and the core network, managing global connectivity. The 3GPP Release 15 [28] standard provides
specifications for the next-generation radio access network (NG-RAN) known as New Radio (NR)
and a next generation core network known as 5G Core (5GC). Thus, in order to simplify the model
definition process, we first analyze each network domain separately. Parameters with super index
“core” are associated to the 5G core network, while parameters with super index RAN are related
to the radio access network.
In this work we consider the three basic indicators that characterize URLLC: end-to-end delay
(latency) D, jitter J, and reliability R (understood as the probability of a data packet to be successfully
transmitted and delivered). Global indicators, then, may be easily obtained from measurements
associated to core network and RAN through the probability theory (1).
D = Dcore + 2 · DRAN
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J = J core + 2 · J RAN

2
R = Rcore · RRAN
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Parameters D, J, and R are values obtained for each packet transmission and may change over
time and after each trial. Thus, they are, in fact, stochastic processes, that can be calculated by the
combination of other random variables.
The 5G Core network is expected to be an IP backbone over optical transport. Two types of delays
and the propagation delay Dcore
(2).
manifest in core network links: the transmission delay Dcore
t
p
Dcore = Dcore
+ Dcore
t
p

(2)

Given a packet ξ , generated at a time instant t, the transmission delay Dcore
(ξ ) depends on the
t
length of the packet Lξ (bits) and the capacity (or bitrate, bits per second) of the link at that moment
C (t). Capacity C (t) may vary depending on the existence of other data flows. Moreover, a very large
number of independent random factors affects both Lξ and C (t). Every factor has its own associated
random variable (although it is unknown), so the final probability distribution for Lξ and C (t) should
be calculated as the sum of all these unknown random variables (physical independence implies
statistical independence). Therefore, considering the central limit theorem (all random variables are
independent and mean and standard deviation are finite and non-zero), we can assume they follow, as
a good approximation, a normal distribution (3), being μ the mean value, σ the typical deviation and
x the potential value for both parameters (positive bounded numbers in both cases).


 
− (x − μ)2
1
exp
(3)
P Lξ ∼ P (C) ∼ √
2σ 2
σ 2π
Furthermore, the transmitter and the receiver in a link, may manage packets from different services
and users, so the packet ξ is typically introduced in a queue until it can be served. The processing delay
core
Dcore
q−p and the waiting delay Dw−p must be also considered (4).
core
Dcore
(ξ ) = Lξ · C (t) + Dcore
t
q−p + Dw−p

(4)

To calculate the delays associated to queues we use a Poisson model M/M/1/N (in Kendall
notation), assuming that packet generation λ and serving rates ν follow a Poisson distribution (5);
being N the number of packets that can be managed by the system (one being served and N − 1 being
queued). In that way, the processing delay may be directly obtained, while the waiting time must be
obtained using the Markov chain theory (and the equilibrium between input and output packet flows)
(6)-(7). We assume a FIFO (First In First Out) policy for all queues in our models. Being  the expected
average rate, T the time period taken as reference and x the potential value for both parameters.
(T)x
exp (−T)
(5)
λ∼ν∼
x!
1
Dcore
(6)
q−p =
ν
λ
x
  core
1−
λ Dq−p
ν
core
Dw−p =
(7)
 N+1
ν
λ
1−
ν
The propagation delay in an optical fiber link depends on the length of the link d and the physical
characteristics of the material, represented by the delay per kilometer ratio β (8). Thus, if we consider
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that r − 1 different IP routers, and r different links, must be crossed to communicate two end software
modules in the core network, we can estimate the delay caused by IP backbone, Dcore
IP (9).
=d·β
Dcore
p
 core

+ Dcore
Dcore
(ξ )
IP = r · Dp
t

(8)
(9)

Previous delays are totally dependent on the module ki under study (10), its available resources,
and its position in the mobile network. According to 5G protocols and architectures, every connection
is managed by a very specific set of network modules K (11). To support a communication service, up
to m different network modules may be involved, where each one may introduce new delays (if any
devices is participating more than once, all interactions must be considered).
core
core
core
core
core
= Dcore
Dcore
(ki ) , Dcore
IP = DIP (ki ) , Da
a
q−p−in = Dq−p−in (ki ) , Dw−p−in = Dw−p−in (ki ) ,
core
core
core
Dcore
q−p−out = Dq−p−out (ki ) , Dw−p−out = Dw−p−out (ki )

(10)

K = {ki i = 1, .., m}

(11)

Specific values for every variable (m, r, etc.) depend on the core and RAN implementation, and
will be later analyzed. In particular, each module (at application level) requires time to analyze and/or
generate the response data packets Dcore
(ki ). Furthermore, as routers have an input queue and an
a
output queue for packets from different flows and origins, we must consider an input processing
core
delay Dcore
(ki ), an output processing delay Dcore
q−p−in (ki ), an input waiting delay Dw−p−in
q−p−out (ki ), and
core
an output waiting delay Dw−p−out (ki ) (calculated with the same expressions described before). As a
result, the delay associated to the core network can be modeled as shown in Eq. (12). In this model, all
random variables without a specific distribution, are considered Gaussian, because of the central limit
theorem. Furthermore, the probability distribution for every factor in the global delay calculation Dcore
is considered to have the same probability distribution, regardless the specific network module under
study ki (the distribution is calculated so it integrates all situations).
Dcore =

m


core
core
core
core
Dcore
(ki ) + Dcore
IP (ki ) + Da
q−p−in (ki ) + Dw−p−in (ki ) + Dq−p−out (ki ) + Dw−p−out (ki )

(12)

i=1

The delay associated to RAN may be deducted in a very similar way. However, in this case we must
consider a remote wireless user equipment and a base station with a C-RAN (Cloud-RAN) structure
instead of the IP backbone and optical transport. It is important to note that, during handovers,
although the core network does not participate in the process, the delay is modeled as a core network
delay because remote base stations communicate with each other through an IP backbone.
The software modules participating in the communication process are divided into two groups:
modules in the base station mbase and modules in the wireless devices mwireless . While modules in the base
station communicate through optical fiber links, wireless devices employ traditional electromagnetic
signals and fields. In this propagation technique, the medium is characterized by the light speed c
(which is a fix parameter). Thus, the propagation delay in the wireless segment of the RAN DRAN
p−wireless
is easy to deduct (13). Considering this new result, the delay associated to RAN may be calculated
following the same reasoning made for the core network (14)-(15).
DRAN
p−wireless =

d
c

(13)
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mbase
RAN

D

=

RAN
RAN
RAN
(di · βi + DRAN
t−base (ki ) + Da−base (ki ) + Dq−p−in−base (ki ) + Dw−p−in−base (ki )

i=1

 

mwireless

+D

RAN
q−p−out−base

(ki ) + D

RAN
w−p−out−base

(ki )) +

 
 
 
RAN
RAN
DRAN
p−wireless kj + Dt−wireless kj + Da−wireless kj

j=1

 
 
 
 
RAN
RAN
RAN
+DRAN
q−p−in−wireless kj + Dw−p−in−wireless kj + Dq−p−out−wireless kj + Dw−p−out−wireless kj
RAN
t−wireless

D

RAN
t−base

D

(ξ ) = Lξ · Cwireless (t) + D

core
q−p−wireless

(ξ ) = Lξ · Cbase (t) + D

core
q−p−base

+D

(14)

+D

core
w−p−wireless

core
w−p−base

(15)

As said before, in this model, all random variables without a specific distribution, are considered
Gaussian, because of the central limit theorem.
Many different parameters in the proposed delay model are still unknown and will be evaluated
later through model checking techniques to calculate a final probability distribution function for
the end-to-end delay. In this process, the same model will be employed to evaluate the probability
distribution of jitter, which is understood as the maximum expected delay fluctuation in normal
conditions. The statistical analysis of the previously proposed model for the latency may also generate
that result, if the standard deviation of partial probability distributions is calculated and combined
(see Section 3.3 and Section 3.4). No additional model for jitter is then required.
Regarding network reliability, in this paper we focus on permanent effects (mainly the physical
noise), instead of transient phenomena (such as electrical malfunctions). Basically, two main causes
affect the network reliability in our model: congestion and physical noise. Congestion fills the queues
of network elements rapidly, causing packets to be discarded as the system is blocked. In a M/M/1/N
system, this blocking probability is calculated through the flow equilibrium Eq. (16), where PB is the
blocking probability, γ the packet receiving rate causing the congestion and λ, the rate of received and
processed packets. Then, using queue theory, this blocking probability may be deducted (17).
λ = (1 − PB ) γ

(16)

λ
1−
ν
(17)
 N+1
λ
1−
ν
Physical noise is considered to follow a uniform distribution in the frequency domain, whose
power η is a random event that follows a Gaussian distribution (18). The energy per bit in the
data signal eb follows an equivalent distribution. This noise causes errors in the bit stream. If these
errors go above a certain limit bCRC (associated to the maximum number of errors that may be
corrected through Cyclic Redundancy Codes), they force the packet to be discarded. Furthermore,
in all modern communication systems, encoded and modulated signals are polar non return to zero
(polar NRZ) sources, so the Bit Error Rate (BER) caused by physical noise may be calculated using
the complimentary error function erfc (·) (19). Then, the probability of a packets to be discarded in a
link PP because of physical noise can be deducted (20).


− (x − μ)2
1
η ∼ eb ∼ √
exp
(18)
2σ 2
σ 2π
 N
λ
PB =
ν
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2
eb
=√
η
π

1
BER = erfc
2

∞
eb
η



exp −u2 du

(19)

PP = prob BER · Lξ > bCRC

(20)

In the core network, all communications among routers in the IP backbone and/or among
software modules belonging to the mobile network are independent events, and then, a global error
core
may be easily deducted using simple statistical laws (21). The reliability in the core
probability Perror
network is just the complementary probability (22).
core
error

P

=

m·r


m·r

(PP + PB ) +

PP

i=1

m·r


i=1
m·r

PP +
i=1

PB +

PB

i=1

m·r

−

m·r

i=1

m·r

PB +
i=1

PB PP +

PP

i=1

m·r


i=1

m·r


PB

i=1

m·r


PP

(21)

i=1

core
Rcore = 1 − Perror

(22)

In RAN, congestion situations are usually caused by congestion in the base station not in the user
devices (that only manage one communication link and serve only one user). Thus, modules where
congestion may appear are those embedded into the 5G base stations. However, physical noise affects
RAN
may be calculated (23) and later the RAN
all devices equally. Then, the global error probability Perror
reliability as the complementary probability (24).
m
mbase + wireless
2



RAN
=
Perror

PB +

i=1

+

PB
i=1

i=1

R

RAN

=1−P

PP +

RAN
error



mbase +mwireless

PB

PP

⎛

i=1

PP − ⎝



PB

i=1
m
mbase + wireless
2

mbase +mwireless

i=1

m
mbase + wireless
2





mbase +mwireless

m
mbase + wireless
2

mbase +mwireless

i=1

m
mbase + wireless
2

+



mbase +mwireless

PP +
i=1

m
mbase + wireless
2

PB +
i=1

mbase +mwireless

PB
i=1

PP
i=1

⎞
PP ⎠

(23)

i=1

(24)

Some of the previously presented parameters, such as physical noise, packet length, number
of routers that are crossed by a packet, and optical fiber characteristics are contextual. As we
perform evaluations using model checking techniques, we will consider existing information about
the technological state of the art for the values of these parameters. On the other hand, parameters
such as number of involved network modules, processing delays, and capacity of queues depend on
the selected 5G network implementation. Many different proposals for core network and RAN scopes
have been reported in the last years [11], but only some of them have evolved from the research world
to production implementations. Thus, in this paper we have selected (for each network domain) the
three most popular and developed solutions. So up to nine different network configurations may be
defined. Specifically, we have selected ONAP [29], Free5GC [30], and Aether [31] for core network
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implementation; and ORAN [32], SD-RAN [33], OpenAirInterface for Radio Access Network (RAN)
[34] implementation.
ONAP [29] is an opensource project focused on providing orchestration, management, and
automation capabilities for network operators. By the time of writing, ONAP’s latest release was
GUILIN (December 2020), which includes support for key 5G features such as network slicing,
easy integration with ORAN networks, and native network functions. Free5GC [30] is a lighter but
less automated and integrated solution. This project only provides containerized functionalities for
each one of the modules composing a 5G core network (Network Slice Selection Function-NSSF-,
Unified Data Management-UDM-, etc.). Aether [31] is a cloud-based “open-source” solution to build
a network, compatible with 5G requirements and characteristics. Several authors and previous works
claim this architecture is the most appropriate to implement 5G networks and, specially, URLLC.
Therefore, it is worthy to be analyzed as well.
Regarding RAN implementations, ORAN (Open RAN) [32] is probably nowadays the most
popular and advanced one. The main advantage of ORAN solutions is their low latency and processing
delay. Besides is flexible enough to include new security modules and maintain a good performance.
SD-RAN [33] is an opensource project based on the ORAN vision where basically, a near-real-time
RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC) is provided. OpenAirInterface [34] is a project including opensource solutions for the RAN, core network, and Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment
(CI/CD) of 5G networks. Among these three proposals, the one focused on RAN is the most successful.
In our work, we assume all network implements follow the recommended default configuration.
Moreover, while Aether is a monolithic architecture (so transmissions delays tend to be lower, although
reliability tend to decrease); the other 5G implementations are distributed and many redundancies are
considered (delays and jitter are higher, but reliability greatly improves). Finally, regarding hardware
requirements, all the considered implementations have similar needs. Besides, delays introduced by
hardware devices are exogenous variables and are independent from the structural feasibility analysis
we are developing in this work. Future work will address this variable, but this initial study does not.
All described 5G implementations are open and then, they can be modified and enriched
according to the users’ or service providers’ needs. Specifically, all of them allow the implementation
of non-native security components to improve the global security level in URLLC. So, we can study
network architectures and non-native security component independently.
Considering these different implementations and the way in which they operate (which network
components they deploy, how they interact when stablishing a connection, etc.) we can define specific
values, or a probability distribution, for variables in the previous models for delay, jitter, and reliability.
During the experimental setup, the behavior of every network implementation (RAN or core) will be
represented using a Markov model. Configurable network settings will be the variables of these models.
The experiments will be based on this simulation framework (all possible scenarios will be considered
thanks to a Monte Carlo approach) and no real network deployment will be required (see Section 3.3
and Section 4).
Tab. 1 summarizes all parameters from the proposed model together with some relevant information. Contextual parameters are those that do not depend on the network implementation (ONAP,
ORAN, etc.), but on other variables such as the physical infrastructure. On the other hand, implementation specific parameters are those that are directly related to the selected network implementation.
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Table 1: Parameters in the proposed model
Model

Parameter

Description

Values

Delay and jitter
(core and RAN)
Reliability (core
and RAN)
Delay and jitter
(core and RAN)
Reliability (core
and RAN)
Delay and jitter
(core)
Delay and jitter
(core)
Delay and jitter
(core)
Reliability (core
and RAN)
Delay and jitter
(core)
Delay and jitter
(core)
Delay and jitter
(core)
Reliability (core)
Delay and jitter
(core)
Reliability (core)
Delay and jitter
(RAN)
Reliability (RAN)
Delay and jitter
(RAN)
Reliability (RAN)
Reliability (core
and RAN)
Reliability (core
and RAN)

σ

30–100 bytes
Contextual
50 Mbps–4.8 Gbps

T

Standard deviation
(packet length)
Standard deviation (link
capacity)
Medium value (packet
length)
Medium value (link
capacity)
Expected average rate
(packet generation)
Reference time period

N

Queue size

d

Contextual

β

Medium link physical
0.5–5 km
length
Delay per kilometer ratio 1 − 10μs

r

Number of physical links 5–40 (typically 15)

Contextual

m

Network modules

10–25

Implementation

mbase

Modules in the base
station

3–10

Implementation

mwireless

Modules in the user
device

3–10

Implementation

γ

Packet generation rate

Reliability (core
and RAN)

eb

μ



bCRC

50–1000 bytes
(typically 550
bytes)
10–40 Gbps
10–120 packet per
second and device
1 s–1 day (typically
1 h)
32–640 packets
(typically 60)

Type

Contextual

Contextual
Contextual
Implementation

Contextual

150–250 packet per Contextual
second and device
Detection and correction 8–64 bits
Implementation
capabilities of cyclic
codes
Energy per bit
−1 to −2 dBm
Contextual
(Continued)
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Model

Parameter

Table 1: Continued
Description

Values

Type

Reliability (core
and RAN)

η

Noise power

−30 to −10 dBm

Contextual

3.2 Security Solutions in 5G Networks, Potential Attacks and Adversary Models

Cyber protection mechanisms can be divided into three different categories depending on the final
objective: privacy modules, trust provision modules, and security modules [35]. Traditionally, mobile
networks have employed a different classification (confidentiality, integrity, and availability) but fully
secure URLLC must go further and cover not only network issues but also data security (integrity and
privacy), fraud when using on-demand services, etc.
In general, 5G specifications include protocols and solutions to address most relevant challenges
in all these areas, but for many application scenarios these native components are not enough [36].
In that way, non-native components enriching the performance at security level of 5G networks are
essential [13]. In general, components described in the standards, such as the SUPI (Subscription
Permanent Identifier) encryption, are already optimized to meet URLLC requirements. But when
fully secure URLLC are considered, computationally heavier and more complex and slower non-native
components are introduced. The feasibility of fully secure URLLC, then, is not guaranteed. Therefore,
in this section we are focusing on non-native security components, not on standard solutions. In order
to select the non-native components to be analyzed, we focus on those that have been employed, at
least once, in a successful experience involving 5G networks (reported to the scientific world) in the
last three years. Any component not meeting this condition is considered obsolete and is not included
in this study.
Privacy technologies typically include anonymization and encryption solutions. Anonymization
(and Pseudonymization) technologies process personal data so private information can no longer
be attributed to a specific subject without a secret key. Most future commercial anonymization
solutions for 5G are device-based (or SIM-based) and deployed in the endpoint. In this paper we
consider the two most developed security proposals: Thales’ 5G SIM (Subscriber Identity Module)
[37] and 5G Ensure Android OS [38]. 5G networks will be also provisioned with mechanisms to
ensure the users’ privacy. These technologies are deployed in the core network [39]. Two very advanced
mechanism will be considered in this work: 5G Ensure Enhanced Identity protection [40], and Ericsson
Network Trace Anonymization [41]. In these anonymization solutions, although some management
plane technologies would be essential, they have not been defined or reported yet. The most relevant
attack against all these anonymization solutions is based on attackers performing analytic tasks. In
this adversary model, an honest-but-curious analyst can observe the network traffic and traces. The
objective of this adversary is to find all possible matches between personal information and protected
private information circulating in the network. Previous studies have mathematically described this
adversary model in detail [41].
The second group of privacy preserving technologies are cryptographic solutions. Almost every
general-purpose cryptographic technology may be eventually applied to future 5G networks. However,
in this paper, we focus on algorithms designed specifically for 5G networks or explicitly accepted by
3GPP to be used in that context. All these accepted algorithms are described in 3GPP technical reports
TR33.841 [42]. Three basic technologies are considered in this paper: Radio interface encryption [43],
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Key Agreement protocols [44], and Key creation algorithms [45]. When encryption technologies are
considered, the most relevant attack to be considered is the single-key attack [46]. This attack can be
modeled as an adversary that assumes all packets from the same source are encrypted using the same
private key (or a set of keys connected through simple relations). The objective of this adversary is to
calculate the secret key and then, decrypt as many protected packets as possible. Many authors have
proposed a formal and mathematical description of this adversary model [46].
Security components are, probably, the most developed non-native protection services in 5G
networks nowadays. They include authentication services and integrity assurance solutions. Technical
report T33.899 [47] defined by 3GPP describes the security aspects to be considered in next generation
mobile networks. In this paper we consider two technologies: Technical report T33.501 from 3GPP
[48], and IETF’s Perfect-Forward Secrecy for the Extensible Authentication Protocol Method for
Authentication and Key Agreement (EAP-AKA PFS) [49]. Most relevant adversary models regarding
these authentication technologies are focused on spoof attacks. In spoofing attacks, an adversary tries
to successfully identify him/herself as another legitimate user by falsifying data, to gain an illegitimate
advantage. The mathematical description for this adversary model can be found in several previous
works [47].
Regarding integrity assurance mechanisms, technical report T33.501 also describes potential
solutions for different contexts. In this paper, two basic technologies are analyzed: Non-access stratum
(NAS) integrity algorithm, and Radio Resource Control (RRC) integrity mechanism and User Plane
(UP) Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) [50]. In the proposed security analysis, the considered
adversary model against integrity mechanisms is the standard data integrity threat. In this model, an
adversary tries to modify or delete the content of data packets and corrupt the user communications.
The adversary, in this case, knows the employed technologies and encryption schemes, as well as all
relevant corporation information (except those information pieces that are managed as secret keys).
A formal mathematical model for this adversary may be found in the literature [51].
Trust provision technologies are also envisioned to be integrated into 5G networks. Trust provision
mechanisms include intrusion detection technologies and reputation management solutions. Two basic
solutions for intrusion detection are considered in this paper: Sec5G IDPS (Intrusion detection and
prevention system) [52] and SELFNET [53]. The most relevant attack performed by intruders is the
sinkhole attack [54], in which the intruder tries to modify the system configuration to attract network
traffic. This attack can be used to launch other attacks, like selective forwarding attack or acknowledge
spoofing attack. In the state of the art, several mathematical models for this adversary may be found
[55]. Reputation management solutions may include technological and social approaches. In general,
these proposals are still being discussed at scientific level. Specifically, in this paper we are only
considering one product: the SenderBase Reputation Service (SBRS) [56] provided by CISCOsystems.
In the proposed security analysis, we consider as adversary model the self-promoting and slandering
attacks, that both formally have the same mathematical and attacking model [57].
Apart from this objective-based classification, cyber protection solutions are usually classified
according to the deployment scope. Three different deployment scopes can be defined in the context of
5G networks: core network, end-point devices, and management plane. The core network includes all
modules and agents in charge of routing user traffic and providing services. End-point devices refer to
all final and user equipment or infrastructure communicating through the core network. Finally, some
components are not integrated within the user plane, but they are deployed in the management plane.
These components are especially important in future 5G networks, where cloud solutions, remote
dashboard, and Software Defined Networks (SDN) are envisioned to be exhaustively employed.
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Tab. 2 shows a summary of all the considered cyber protection solutions, their scope, and their
category. Additionally, the considered adversary models for further studies are provided as well. All
the considered adversary models, types of attacks, attacker capabilities and countermeasures are well
known threats, and (in this work) we are considering them as traditionally reported in the state of
the art.
Table 2: Considered cyber protection solutions
5G protection solutions

Category Privacy Anonymization

Encryption

Security Authentication

Integrity

Adversary
or attacker
Core
model
Analyst
attacker
[41]

Single-key
attack [46]

5G Ensure
Enhanced
Identity
protection
Ericsson
Network
Trace
Anonymization
Key creation
algorithms

Spoof
Technical
attacks [47] reports
T33.501 and
TR33.835

Standard
data
integrity
threat [51]

Non-access
stratum
integrity
algorithm
Packet Data
Convergence
Protocol

Deployment scope
Endpoint

Management
plane

Thales’ 5G
SIM
5G Ensure
Android OS

–

Radio
interface
encryption
Key creation
algorithms
Technical
reports
T33.501 and
TR33.835
EAP-AKA
PFS
Non-access
stratum
integrity
algorithm
Packet Data
Convergence
Protocol

Key Agreement
protocols
Key creation
algorithms
Technical
reports T33.501
and TR33.835

–

(Continued)
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5G protection solutions

Trust

Intrusion
detection
Reputation
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Table 2: Continued
Adversary
or attacker
Core
model
Sinkhole
attack [54]
Selfpromoting
and
slandering
attackers
[57]

Sec5G IDPS
SELFNET
SenderBase
Reputation
Service

Deployment scope
Endpoint

Management
plane

–

–

–

–

3.3 Formal Security Analysis Methodology

Model checking techniques focus on evaluating the probability of a system (described through
a specification) to fulfill a certain property (described as a logic rule). Rules and specification may
represent any possible scenario, situation, or stochastic process that must be evaluated. Specifically,
if models represent a scenario where an adversary performs a known attack, and the property under
study describes the success of that attack, the model checker generates a numerical function describing
the probability of the attack to be successful. On the other hand, if the specification describes
analytical models of a network, and the property under study represents the expected performance
of the network, the model checker calculates the probability of a successful service provision with the
expected Quality of Service. In this paper we use model checking techniques to evaluate the viability of
secure URLLC for a given network configuration (see Section 3.1) and cyber protection solutions (see
Section 3.2). To do that, models, tools, and expected QoS from 5G are set as described in the previous
sections. For this analysis we used PRISM software [58] as model checker.
PRISM is a probabilistic model checker that enables the analysis of systems with a random
behavior. It accepts several probabilistic models such as probabilistic automata and Markov decision
processes. To match with the proposed probabilistic queue model based on Markov models and
Poisson distributions, we model 5G networks as continuous-time Markov chains in this study. Models
(specifications) must be described in PRISM language (a state-based language), while rules (properties)
can be written using several languages (such as Linear Temporal Logic Rules or Continuous-time
Stochastic Logic rules). In this study we use probabilistic CTL (continuous time logic) rules.
We created the specifications by combining the previously described analytical models with the
attacker models and the models describing the behavior of each one of the described cyber protection
solutions. On the other hand, we prepared properties to analyze the success of cyber-attacks and the
probability of delay, jitter, and reliability to show the expected values of 5G URLLC.
We performed our analysis in a Linux-based machine (Ubuntu 18.04 LTS) with the following
hardware characteristics: Dell R540 server with 96 GB of RAM, two processors Intel Xeon Silver
4114 2.2G, and a HD 2TB SATA 7, 2K rpm hard drive. As results may be affected by hardware
phenomena and numerical errors, each analysis was repeated 12 times. The final results employed
for further analyses were calculated as the mean value of all partial calculations.
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With this simulation strategy, we guarantee the experimental error is below 10% (error is one
magnitude order lower than the results). According to the error theory, when final results are calculated
as the average value of a set of samples, the relative error is inversely proportional to the number of
samples (25). For twelve samples, experimental error is around 8%.
Error (%) ≈ √

100
χ · (χ − 1)

being χ = 12

(25)

3.4 Stochastic Cost-Security Analysis

PRISM model checker generates a probability density function for each rule introduced in the
system. Besides, the probability of all (or a subset of) rules being met can also be calculated. However,
deeper analyses are required for our study. The basic challenge we face is to analyze the risk or security
reduction we are willing to accept in order to ensure the performance of URLLC or, equally, what kind
of balances between both important issues are feasible and may be supported at long-term. To do that,
results related to network performance and URLLC viability must be combined using the adequate
cost functions.
From PRISM model checker we obtain a set of A probabilities ξi (26) representing the success
of attackers against the 5G network and security solutions when following the previously reported
attacking models.
ξi i = 1, . . . , A

(26)

For each of these probabilities, we define a threshold i (27) representing the limit above which we
are considering an attack successful and then, the corresponding 5G network and security requirement
vulnerable. In a mathematical sense, this probability may be understood as a significance level for the
stochastic analysis.
i

i = 1, . . . , A

(27)

Considering the analytical models (see Section 3.1) and the requirements of URLLC in 5G
networks (see Section 1), we define three additional relevant probabilities describing the viability of
URLLC [5]:
• The probability ρD of the end-to-end delay D, to be below five milliseconds (28).
• The probability ρR of reliability to be above 1 − 10−5 in any one millisecond window (29).
• The probability ρJ of jitter to be below one microsecond (30)
ρD = Prob {D < 5 ms}

(28)

ρR = Prob R > 1 − 10

(29)

ρJ = Prob {J < 1 μs}

(30)

−5

We propose a cost function to calculate a global evaluation of all these factors together. In its
general form, the cost function C (·) must grow up (monotonically non-decreasing) as probabilities
ξi go up and must decrease (monotonically non-increasing) as thresholds i go up (31). Moreover,
the impact of probabilities ρD , ρJ and ρR is variable, according to the relative importance and weight
of each factor in every scenario. Additionally, cost function C (·) must be non-negative (32) and be
restricted to the interval [0, 1].
 
ξi , ξj ∈ [0, 1] ξi < ξj ⇒ C (ξi ) < C ξj
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i

,

j

∈ (0, 1]

i

<
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j

⇒

C ( i) > C

 
j

(31)

C (·) ≥ 0
C (·) ∈ [0, 1]
lim C (·) → 1

ξi , i → 1

(32)

Many different functions may be defined to meet the previously described conditions. As the
complexity of attacks and cyber risks to be represented increases, the mathematical complexity of
the cost function also increases. In this first work, in order to build the stochastic function, different
qualitative facts are taken into account. Namely:
• Networks’ performance and user traffic follow exponential laws. In general, above a certain
threshold, the expected behavior from networks gets worse very fast, typically exponentially.
• In most standard services, QoS is more affected by high jitter values than by high, and stable,
delay values. In general, users and applications can tolerate a delay, but relevant fluctuations in
time are difficult to manage.
• Equally, reliability is a more relevant component of 5G QoS than latency. Packet losses may
prevent the communication services, while high delay may be managed although the QoS
decreases.
• All attacks are, in general, independent, and therefore their success probabilities are also totally
independent. Although, in some cases, attacks are interconnected and cross-layer, and may be
directed against several network modules at the same time; in this first work we are addressing
the basic attacker models (see Tab. 2), which are focused on only one objective and target.
Future works will consider more complicated attacking schemes.
• The value of a vulnerable network configuration is negligible. Thus, the global value must be
null if any success probability ξi for any attack goes above the considered limit i .
With all previous consideration we propose a cost function C (·) where all probabilities are integrated (33). The function varies in the range [0, 1] according to an exponential law. The contribution
of each probability is independent. Moreover, we introduce three real parameters ωD , ωJ and ωR that
are employed to control the global impact of probabilities ρD , ρJ and ρR , respectively. As parameters
ωD , ωJ and ωR go down, the global cost decreases faster as the corresponding probability also decreases.
Considering the previous qualitative observations, an order relation may be established among these
parameters (34).
C ({ξi i = 1, . . . , A} , ρD , ρJ , ρR ) = exp ({ξi i = 1, . . . , A} , ρD , ρJ , ρR )
 A

 ξi − 1
ρD − 1
ρJ − 1 ρR − 1
+
+
+
= exp
ξi − i ρD · ωD ρJ · ωJ
ρR · ωR
i=1
ω R < ωJ < ωD

(33)
(34)

The proposed cost function may be understood as a measure of the success rate of secure URLLC,
for a given network configuration. While calculating the different probabilities that compose this
model, as they are random phenomena, we have some uncertainties to quantify. This is called the
significance level. Specifically, the significance level is understood as the probability of the proposed
cost function to consider URLLC feasible when they are not. This value may be also understood as a
measure of how precise our calculations are.
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Considering this cost function, the methodology for security analyses based on PRISM model
checker (Section 3.3), and the analytical models (Section 3.1), we perform a global evaluation of
security mechanisms in the context of different network configuration. To perform this final and global
analysis, we introduced partial data in MATLAB 2018b software for processing and visualization,
running on an Ubuntu 18.04 LTS system.
4 Results and Findings

As many variables may affect the results of this study, we consider the following simplifications:
first, we fix all significance levels i associated to all potential cyberattacks to the same value for all
cases (we are assuming 5G networks are not specially weak against any specific attack, but equally
against all of them); second, we do not evaluate predicates in the model checker describing cyber
protection solutions that are not considered in the architecture (as the global cost would turn negligible
without no technological reason); third, we select values for the real parameters ωD , ωJ and ωR in this
initial study as shown in Tab. 3.
Table 3: Parameter configuration
Parameter

Value

ωD
ωJ
ωR

0.15
0.1
0.05

At this point, we must remember the proposed cost function may be understood as a measure
of the success rate of secure URLLC, for a given network configuration. And the significance level
may be understood as a measure of how precise our calculations are (as lower it is, the global error is
lower). Specifically, the global significance level α is employed as independent variable, calculating the
cost value Cα that makes P [C (·) > Cα ] = α2 . This value can be easily obtained from the probability
distribution function calculated by PRISM model checker. PRISM develops a deep analysis of all
possible multivariable configurations and, for every possible configuration, obtains the probability.
No hidden regions remain without being analyzed. MATLAB suite is then employed to aggregate all
multidimensional probabilities in one unidimensional figure according to the global significance level
α.
Computing the cost of all considered network architectures (see Section 3.1), when no protection
mechanisms are implemented or analyzed, the architecture based on ONAP and ORAN technologies
is the one showing the best performance, supporting URLLC in a successful manner in 98% of cases.
On the contrary, SD-RAN technology is always associated to a lower performance, and only 89% of
cases URLLC is successfully supported. In further analyses, these percentages are the reference to
conclude whether cyber protection has a relevant impact or not in URLLC.
For the rest of this study, we focus on the architecture that showed the best performance (i.e.,
ONAP as core implementation and ORAN as RAN technology). Fig. 1a shows the global cost of
the core network cyber protection solutions described in Section 3.2 (see Tab. 1) in the context of this
architecture and for different significance levels, while Fig. 1b shows the global cost (and URLLC
viability) when different combinations of these elements are deployed.
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Fig. 1b show that trust-based solutions affect URLLC the least, because trust provision mechanisms operate in parallel to communication services. Therefore, they do not mutually affect each
other. We can also observe that the considered significance levels produce small variations on the
global cost. On the contrary, authentication-(the most) and cryptographic-and anonymization-based
solutions (more slightly) highly affect the global cost, causing a reduction up to 30% compared to the
baseline. For these mechanisms, the dynamic and periodical calculation of keys and/or authentication
algorithms introduces a significant and variable delay which highly increases jitter (going above the
limit envisioned for 5G networks). Thus, only 60% (approximately) of cases represent a successful
URLLC provision. As the significance level increases, security requirements get relaxed, and the global
cost increases as well. However, the system is less secure. A balance may be reached only if a 65%
success in provisioning URLLC is assumed. A similar but less critical situation is observed regarding
integrity mechanisms. Although they introduce a non-negligible delay, they also increase the network
reliability. Thus, the global cost, although reduced, maintains in a more stable value with respect to
the baseline (around a successful URLLC provision rate of 85%). In general, and only considering
core security solutions, a global cyber-protected 5G network can only guarantee a 60% of success in
URLLC provision (KEY FINDING#1). Although an official success rate threshold in which URLLC
are not considered feasible has not been defined, it is clear that URLLC is already highly affected under
existing architectures and solutions. This finding also answers the second research question (REQ#2),
and we can conclude secure 5G URLLC are not feasible in core networks.

Figure 1: Global cost of cyber protection on ONAP+ORAN implementation
Fig. 1c shows the global cost of endpoint cyber protection mechanisms for the ONAP and ORAN
architecture when no core cyber protection solutions are deployed, while Fig. 1d shows the global cost
when a combination of different endpoint cyber protection solutions are considered (see Tab. 1).
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The general behavior, in this case, is similar to the one observed in core security mechanisms. In
this case, as the number of elements and modules communicating is lower (only the user device and
the base station is considered), the impact of security solution is less relevant. Privacy mechanisms for
end devices are embedded into the SIM card or the mobile operating system, so they do not affect the
network performance. Only small variations caused by the different significance level are observed in
privacy instruments. On the contrary, security (and particularly authentication) solutions introduce a
relevant jitter and delay that highly affect the URLLC feasibility and provision as introduce traffic in
the network. In particular, a scheme in which endpoint cyber protection solutions are deployed only
guarantees a success probability of 65% (approximately) for URLLC (KEY FINDING#2). Similar
to core technology cyber protections, in this case it is clear that URLLC is also highly affected. With
this finding, we can also answer the third research question (REQ#3). And we can conclude URLLC
are not feasible if 5G endpoints implement currently existing security mechanisms.
We conduct the same analysis for management plane solutions (see Fig. 1e) in isolation (i.e., no
core or endpoint cyber protection solutions deployed). In this case, as management operations are
sporadic, they rarely affect standard communication services and URLLC. Some impact in jitter
can be observed as these operations introduce a relevant and non-constant delay. However, as these
operations are very sporadic, their effect is diluted in long stable periods, meeting the URLLC jitter
requirements. As can be seen, URLLC is feasible with a probability around 90%, so we can conclude
the impact of management plane security and privacy mechanisms in URLLC is negligible (KEY
FINDING#3).
Fig. 1f shows the results for all network segments (endpoints, core, and management plane),
considering all cyber protection mechanisms. As in all previous analyses, trust provision technologies
(that are only present in the core network) do not affect the URLLC performance, but security
and privacy mechanisms have a relevant impact. Specifically, security technologies that include
authentication solutions have a significant impact in jitter (one key and very important parameter
in 5G URLLC).
Globally, a fully secure 5G network (based on ONAP and ORAN) can only guarantee URLLC
with a probability of 55% (approximately). As a conclusion, secure URLLC cannot be guaranteed
using the best current solutions together (KEY FINDING#4), but a new optimization or more
efficient cyber protection schemes may reach that objective, as technically URLLC is feasible with
a 55% success rate.
This last finding finally answers the first research question (REQ#1). We can conclude the current
technological state does not make feasible secure 5G URLLC.
For completeness, we conducted the same analysis with architectures based on ONAP as core
implementation but considering SD-RAN and OpenAirInterface for the RAN. Fig. 2 shows the results
considering all network segments (i.e., endpoint, core, and management plane).
Fig. 2 shows the same behavior observed for ORAN, although the global and final values
are significantly lower. Specifically, networks based on ONAP and SD-RAN architectures may
only support secure URLLC with a 45% success; while for ONAP and OpenAirInterface architectures success rate goes up to 53% (approximately). The same conclusion than for previous
architectures may be extracted in this case. In general, secure URLLC are not feasible with current
architectures and cyber protection mechanisms. However, technologies have the potential to reach that
point, as showed by the success rates around 50%.
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Figure 2: Global cost (all subsystems) of cyber protection solutions in ONAP+SD-RAN (left) and
ONAP+OpenAirInterface (right) architectures
For the remaining network architectures, as the observed evolution for different significance levels
is independent of the network configuration, we only focus on cost calculated for a significance level
of 0.1 so, results can be displayed in a clearer manner.
Fig. 3 (left) shows the obtained results for architectures based on Free5GC, while Fig. 3 (right)
shows the results for networks based on Aether core networks.

Figure 3: Global cost of solutions in Free5GC-based (left) and Aether-based (right) architectures
For all cases, the cost (or success rate) for secure URLLC is around 50%, being slightly lower (45%,
approximately) for SD-RAN networks and slightly higher (around 55%) for ORAN deployments.
From these results it can be deducted that the underlaying network architecture only affects global
cost in a small percentage. In general, the impact of jitter and delays introduced by cyber protection
mechanisms are larger than the differences initially observed among the different network configurations.
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Thus, as main and global conclusion, secure URLLC are not feasible with current 5G implementations and cyber protection mechanisms. New and more efficient cyber protection strategies and
schemes are required and should be studied.
Threats to the internal validity are not relevant in our results. PRISM model checker considers
statistical methods to reduce the impact of bias and numerical error or malfunctions. Besides, standard
software, systems and libraries were employed in order to avoid calibration or instrumentation
problems.
Regarding the external validity, numerical results obtained through the proposed cost function
may change if different mathematical functions are employed in the future (in order to represent more
complex attacks) but conclusions will remain the same. Actually, and according to the Taylor series
theory (35), the proposed scenario (where attacks are independent) is always a better case than crosslayer attacks. Any generic (cost) function Cg (·) may be separated into two different functions according
to Taylor’s series: a function C (·) where attacks are considered independent, and a function Ccross (·)
representing interactions among variables. In that way, cost may increase if more complex schemes are
considered, but secure URLLC will remain unfeasible in any case.
Cg (·) = C (·) + Ccross (·) =

A


C (ξi ,

i

) + Ccross ({ξi i = 1, . . . , A})

(35)

i=1

5 Conclusions, Limitations, Future Work and Networks Beyond 5G

In this work we introduce a cost-security function as a method to evaluate the performance
and adequacy of security mechanisms in 5G networks to support ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC). We categorized existing security solutions according to their purpose and
deployment scope. Each one is analyzed in the context of different 5G architecture implementations
using two different approaches. First, using model checking techniques, we evaluated the probability
of an attacker to be successful against each security technology. Second, using analytical models, we
analyzed the impact of these security mechanisms in terms of delay, throughput consumption, and
reliability. Finally, we combined both analyses using stochastic cost-security functions and the PRISM
model checker to create a global picture.
Our simulation results show how cyber protection mechanisms have a relevant impact in URLLC.
Precisely, a fully secure 5G network can only guarantee URLLC with a probability of ∼55% using the
best configuration of available core and RAN technologies. Furthermore, it may turn even unfeasible
to provide secure URLLC in some scenarios and 5G implementations.
Four key findings are presented in this work:
• In general, and only considering core security solutions, a global cyber-protected 5G network
can only guarantee a 60% of success in URLLC provision.
• A scheme in which endpoint cyber protection solutions are deployed only guarantees a success
probability of 65% (approximately) for URLLC.
• The impact of management plane security and privacy mechanisms in URLLC is negligible.
• Secure URLLC cannot be guaranteed using the best current solutions together.
The proposed analysis is valid for network deployments with a homogenous composition. In our
framework, the RAN, and the core network, are based on one unique technology with a standard
and known behavior. The applicability of our proposal to transition scenarios is limited, as hybrid
technologies are typically employed and different values for delays, jitter and packet losses are observed
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in different network domains. On the other hand, the proposed cost-security functions are only valid
for consumer applications. Other scenarios such as critical infrastructures, emergency systems, military
communications, etc. show very specific QoS requirements and, eventually, the proposed stochastic
cost-security functions should be adapted to represent in a better way the real weight of every factor
in those scenarios.
Our future work will consider real network deployments and real cyber protection mechanisms to
carry out experiments that show the actual performance of secure URLLC in practice.
Finally, the proposed framework is also valid for networks beyond 5G, such as the novel 6G
networks. In general, mobile networks beyond 5G show similar behavior and QoS requirements to
current 5G schemes. Although some changes could be done at physical level (RAN and core network),
most important changes are envisioned to affect the network and service management solutions.
Our approach perfectly fits these future networks as well, as different management protocols or
service provision architectures can be considered just by introducing the right value for the number of
interconnected modules in the RAN and core network, the new physical characteristics of networks
and the actual description of the network topology.
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